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IResidential Life Reveals List Of 2006-2007 Housefellows
Selected Housefellows received a students to the cleanliness of their
letter from Shelly Metivier, Director dormitory to promoting a sense of
senior staff writer of the Office of Residential Life, community. Furthermore, they are
notifying them of their selection and often required to sacrifice personal
dorm assigrunent. 'time and space in order to attend to
The Housefellow position is one the needs of their residents.
of the most sought after and presti- Next year's Housefellows come
gious student leadership positions from truly diverse backgrounds, not
on campus. only from within the school commu-
A Housefellow, whose responsi- nity, but from outside as well. Their
bilities are rigorous and varied, unique personalities and life experi-
leads each dormitory and residential ences ensure that residential life on
location on campus. Housefellows campus will remain as lively and
are responsible for a wide range of interesting next year as it was this
duties, ranging from the health of year.
teamwork. In addition, they will
have opportunities to work together
with their house's Student Advisors
and Governors in order to promote
efficient administration and strong
communities. Another facet of
Housefellow training is the numer-
ous workshops that prepare next
year's crop of Housefellows to deal
with any situations that might arise.
Their training schedule will be
intense, but it will also make certain
the continued success of Conn's
Housefellow program. See page five
for a list of next year's Housefellows.
One trend that speaks to the
nature: and appeal of the
Housefellow position is evident
within another major body of stu-
dent leadership. Specifically, the
Student Government Association
(SGA) is losing three senators and
two executive board members to the
Housefellow position. The demands
of both types of leadership are such
that the two positions cannot be held
simultaneously.
When asked about her reason for
moving from SGA to Housefellow,
current SGA Chair of Residential
Life Whitney Longworth said, "As
the Chair of Residential Affairs, my
college life has surrounded me with
residential programming and com-
munity development. By being a
Housefellow, I am taking the next.
step in community building at
Conn."
Housefellows will returnto cam-
pus nearly two weeks before regular
students next fall, and well in
advance of their incoming freshmen
residents. As part of their training,
the Housefellows will take part in a
retreat to promote bonding and
By CHRISTIAN CLANSKY
While many colleges and univer-
sities frame their spring semester
around preparing the memberships
of fraternities and sororities for the
following academic year,
Connecticut College undertakes a
somewhat similar step by selecting
Housefellows for the following year.
Last week the Office of Residential
Life completed its annual
Housefellow selection process.
Conn Slips Slightly
InRecycleMania
Camels Remain in Top 5 of
Overall Standings
By CHRIS BUONINCONTRI
Information Services Warns
Against Illegal Downloading
Cites Potential Penalties for Students Caught
Violating Copyright Laws
ERGATHON Conn's crew teams row for 24 hours straight ...
By ANNIE LEVENE be asked to remove the software and
music titles that were illegally
staff writer obtained from their machine.
Students who receive an infringe-
ment notice for the first time will be
asked to remove the software- or
music files and also provide a writ-
ten statement that asserts that they
will stop the downloading both now
and in the future. Any additional
offense will be referred to David
Milstone, the Dean of Student Life.
College employees, such as staff
or faculty, will have much more seri-
ous legal and institutional ramifica-
tions.
Even if a student follows the rec-
ommendations of Information
Services and ceases to illegally
download, RIAA can still bring legal
action against a student. At Trinity
College, where a student had to set-
tle out of court for $3,000, she
received a letter about her infringe-
ment notice from the College during
the semester, but she did not receive
a letter from the RlAA until return-
ing home after the semester had
ended.
Beth Hansen believes that the
student's "good faith attempt to
cease activity and remove the down-
loaded material were factors in
staff writer
As a participant in this year's
intercollegiate Recyclernania com-
petition, Connecticut College is cur-
rently ranked fifth out of the 93 col-
leges and universities involved in the
games.
The competition, which began
on January 29th and lasts until April
8th, is currently in its third week of
"mania." After two weeks,
Connecticut College is only ranked
behind Middlebury, Oregon State,
Cal State, and Miami University.
Thus far, Conn has collected an
average of 13.41 Ibs for every mem-
ber of the school population "(includ-
ing 1738 students, 632 full time fac-
ulty, and 105 part time faculty).
Middlebury, in first place, collected
21.33 Ibs/person over the last two
weeks.
Upon hearing that Middlebury
was currently in the lead, Liz
Murray '09 angrily stated that she
"didn't even know where that school
was," and that "we should be in first
place."
Sara Jayanthi and Randy Jones,
with help from Jim Luce, have been
collecting data for Conn, including
records of the actual weights from
the recycling weigh station. These
three participants, as well as others
involved with the organization of the
project, have worked hard to bring
the effort to its current level.
With regard to specific rankings
by type of material, Conn is third in
This semester Connecticut
College Information Services has
been attempting to alert and educate
students on campus about illegal
downloading and its consequences.
These warnings through College
Voice ads, e-mails and "snail mail"
have been a response to a notifica-
tion that Conn received on
December 21st from the Recording
Industry of American (RIAA),
which had filed ten copyright
infringements against students.
However, so far none of the students
have been charged.
Conn's network staff does not
monitor the content of downloads by
the students on the network except
for specific circumstances. On the
other hand, the RIAA can find which
students have been illegally down-
loading media, without any assis-
tance or even knowledge of the
Information Staff.
If the RIAA finds a student ille-
gally downloading, an e-mail will be
sent to Beth Hansen, Connecticut
College's designated copyright
agent. The College will be responsi-
ble for identifying and notifying the
user.
The student in question will then
Photograph by Elizabeth Cryan
The men's and women's crew teams held their annual "Ergathon" last Friday and Saturday, in order to raise funds for new
boats and other equipment. Sponsors pledge to support individual rowers, who in return commit to an hour each of row-
ing on an "erg" (rowing machine) in er~.Music blares and supporters cheer on their friends during this 24-hour event.
paper recycling, 5th in cardboard,
5th in bottles and cans. In addition,
Conn is ranked 2nd in the recycling
of organic products, for which the
people at dining services are largely
responsible.
"I'm all about Recyclemania!"
exclaimed Tracey Mohr '06, when
asked about her involvement in the
campus-wide project. "I felt espe-
cially encouraged to participate
when I saw my FA [Prof. Robert
Gay 1 recycling himself on one of the
posters. What a great way to get
involved! I just love recycling!"
However, not all students felt the
same way about the ongoing recy-
cling effort. "I hate Recyclemania: it
makes me feel guilty that I don't
recycle," stated a disgruntled
Andrew Weber '08. "Just the other
day, I threw all of my empty glass
insulin bottles into the paper bin,
just so Conn would be disqualified."
Although it might not be the nicest
course of action, there is no way that
Connecticut College can be disqual-
ified for a certain diabetic individ-
ual's placing glass in a paper bin.
SEE DOWNLOADING
Continued Oil page six
Conn Students Take The Annual
"Penguin Plunge"
Camels Dive Into a Frigid Long Island Sound to
Raise Money for avcsCommon Hour Highlights Alcohol, Gender Issues
By YONATAN R. FREEMAN
\. sion between many different campus
constituencies.
Discussion topics covered a
wide range of concerns and included
from individuals who essentially
"dared" them to go into the ~ater.
For example, a person would give
$50 for one camel's dip.
Matt Magida '07, one of the
leaders of the diving crew, said that
last year they raised $1800, and that
this was the third year this annual
event has been held.
"Our goal for next year is to
break twenty participants and to get
over $2000 in donations," Magida
added.
The idea of the "Penguin
Plunge" models itself on the Coney
Island Polar Bear Club. The Polar
Bear C!uh is the oldest winter
bathing club in the United Slates.
Members plunge into the Atlantic
Ocean at Coney Island every Sunday
from October through April for the
same cause as "Penguin Plunge."
. The "Penguin Plunge" is one of
the few events during the year where
funds are raised for the Special
Olympics in this Southeaster
Connecticut. It is always held on a
Sunday in February. For students
interested in participating in next
year's event, they can look for adver-
tisements around this time next
spring or contact the OYCS office.
FEATURE
drinking, the cultural sources of
binge drinking, and the legal drink-
ing age: While these served as topics
, for all participants, current students
Milstone, Dean of Student Life, and
Theresa Ammirati, Interim Dean of
the College.
While the two noted some clear
differences - in both constructive
and destructive ways - they also
pointed to a fair number of com-
monalities. These steered the discus-
sion in the direction of atteinpting to
decide whether or not Conn, in its
own right, has an alcohol culture
that is dangerous and destructive.
The various capacities with
which the discussion participants
engaged the Conn drinking culture
produced varying opinions. Erika
Pond '06, SGA Public Relations
Direcior, recalled her freshman year
at a much larger school where stu-
dents drank in large quantities
almost nightly. She noted that her
transfer to Conn yielded the result
she sought - a quieter, more orderly
social scene.
Other participants from the staff
countered this point by suggesting
that comparing Conn to a different
school does not necessarily indicate
By CHRISTIAN CLANSKY
managing editor
senior staff writer
In the early afternoon last
Sunday, a group of Connecticut
College students set out for Ocean
Beach in New London to take a
quick dip into Long Island Sound for
the annual "Penguin Plunge" event.
These seventeen brave students were
part of a group devoted to raising
funds for the Special Olympics in
Southeastern Connecticut. Every
year Special Olympics activities are
held in this area, and some events
have actually taken place in the
Connecticut College area.
Accompanying the students were
staff members of the Office of
Volunteers for Community Service
(OYCS). OVCS sets out to develop
partnerships and initiatives between
Connecticut College and the wider
community, especially utilizing time
volunteered by students.
Conn's Camels jumped into the
ocean for this "Penguin Plunge"
event, attempting not only to
seemed to be quite interested in increase funds for their cause, but to
hearing tales of the alcohol culture SEE COMMON HOUR also to tolerate freezing February
of past decades from David temperatures. These brave soulsContinued on page SL'C
-,==::-=:-::=c-::=-;;:;:;-_---,_---r;raised funds by gelling donations
SPORTS
This past Wednesday the Student
Government Association (SGA)
hosted the College's weekly
Common Hour with its own creation
called "Power Hour." Designed par-
tially as a response to Barrett
Seaman's novel "Binge," which
explores various types of excess in
college life, "Power Hour" specifi-
cally engaged students, staff, and
faculty on alcohol culture at Conn.
Despite a last minute change of
location, the event was well attended
from members of every part of the
college community.
The hour began with participants
socializing over a quick and casual
lunch before moving onto the formal
part of the program, which included
skits designed to demonstrate vari-
ous perceptions about alcohol prac-
tices on campus. Performers acted
out skits they designed as part of
Theater 308: Gender Issues in
Contemporary Performance, with
Professor Herr. The skits acted as
the catalyst for an energetic discus-
the role of gender in the alcohol
scene, alternative programming to
draw students away from excessive
NEWS
This week, the Officeof Residential
Lifeand HousingselectedOlelIousefellows
for the 2006·2007academicyear.Seepage
fiveto get to knowthem.
Thewinter sports teams are wrapping
up their seasons, See page 10 for a photo
recap of the season, and pages 8-9 for all
the latestinformationon CCathletics.
ProfessorKathleenCleavergavea lec-
ture debunking commonly-held myths
aboutRosaParks and the civilrights move-
ment. Seepage sixfor the details.
---------- - -
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
Peer Educators' Efforts Underappreciated
The issue of alcohol-consumption among students' has long been a concern for many colleges and universities,
and Conn is no stranger to this discussion. When the Student Government Association finds it appropriate to host a
Common Hour regarding alcohol problems on this campus, clearly the issue is still at the forefront of Conn's social
environment.
",. or course, one can point to the inevitably of the problem. It would be simply naive to think that a measure is out
there that could completely rid the campus of underage drinking. A population of the campus will always find it
acceptable to violate the law, regardless of any initiatives taken to address the problem.
However, instead of attempting to completely stop underage drinking, College administrators and student lead-
en; should instead focus on controlling the excessiveness of underage alcohol consumption in an attempt to stop
binge drinking. Indeed, the College has taken commendable steps towards this end.
The Student Activities Council (SAC) hosts weekly events with alcohol to encourage students to socialize in a
safe environment, where drinking is monitored and controlled. True, drinks are only intended for of-age students,
but these events can still deter underage students from staying in their dorms, where binge drinking is mostly like-
ly to occur.
, Moreover, the campus bar is an excellent way to encourage legal-aged students to drink on campus, eliminating
the potential of students drinking and driving. Furthermore, the Office of Student Life and Counseling Services
seeks to address alcohol problems on campus through public relations events and other out-reaching programs.
However beneficial these initiatives have been, they have not appeared to solve the problem at an appropriate
level, since dialogue on the matter is still continuing on campus. The College should undertake further measures,
such as better utilizing the Peer Educator position on this campus. Conn's Peer Educators are available to students
who need their help for a variety of issues, and they are supposed to create a healthy, safe environment for residents.
Unfortunately, students in this leadership position are not known or widely publicized, making their efforts less
efficient than they could be otherwise. Perhaps making their roles more known and better appreciated on campus,
like Housefellows, would better utilize these students and thus create another means for encouraging safer drinking
habits.
In general, any means that acknowledges underage drinking will occur while trying to address the level of con-
sumption is the most rational and realistic response. By accepting a reality of college life while attempting to address
binge drinking, the College can maintain focus on addressing the most dangerous part of underage alcohol con-
sumption and create a safer social environment for all.
POLICIES
ADVERTISEMENTS
The College Voice is an open forum. The
opinions expressed by individual advertis-
ers are their own. In no way does The
College Voice endorse the views expressed
by individual advertisers. The College
Voice will not accept ads it deems to be
libelous, an incitement to violence, or per-
sonally damaging. Ad rates are available
on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the
Business Manager, Allison Glassman. The
College Voice reserves the right to accept
or reject any ad. The Editors-in-Chief shall
have final content approval. The final
deadline for advertising is 5:00 p.m. on the
Wednesday preceding publication.
LEITERS TO TIlE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due strictly by
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding
publication. The College Voice reserves
the right to edit letters for clarity and
length. No unsigned or anonymous let-
ters will be published. However, names
may b e withheld upon the author's
request. The College Voice will not pub-
lish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College
Voice cannot guarantee the publication
of any submission. Letters should be sin-
gle-spaced, no longer than 300 words,
and must include a phone number for
verification. Please send all letters as a
Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
1m.1m
~ ~~ Upcoming Forecast ~
~ ~ISaturday, Feb 25: High 35/ Low 19,partly cloudy I
~ Sunday, Feb 26: 23/12, few snow showers/wind ~
~ Monday, Feb 27: 28/13, few snow showers/wind ~
~ Tuesdsay, Feb 28: 30/18, partly cloudy/wind ~
~ Wednesday, March 1: 33/23, partly cloudy ~
~ Thursdsay, March 2: 38/26, few snow showers ~I Friday, March 3: 36/26, mostly sunny I
~ ~
1m.1m
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m m & & m ~ ft IJUIIUlm,_III
Brought to you ~ Conrecticut College 9.GA.
The OffiCe!;of 9.tudent Life and The Office of the Pre!;ident
A Variety of PublicatioN.; Avanable, Includirg:
arht ?Boston ~lobe
~or mae information. visit OJrwebsite \WIW~ -
LEITERS TO rne EDITOR
Education
Mr. Iyengar's February 10 opinion piece reflects an
:insular observation of the world and expresses a jaun-
:diced, perhaps even bigoted view of a major religion.
:He uses violent political actions of a few Muslims to
:judge Islam and its 1.3 billion adherents. Is it fair to say
:that a Surini Knrd in Iran automatically has the same
:sentiments as a Druze Shi'a from Syria, much less that
:all Muslim believers in Africa and Asia are essentially
:a1ike? I don't think so. This is even worse than saying
:that an Irish Protestant and a Greek Orthodox Christian
[hold the same worldview because both are European.
:And even the title is an absurd personification of Islam.
• Mr. Iyengar should know that Islam is as religious-
:Iy, politically, and culturally diverse as any world reli-
:gion. Islam has entered the consciousness of most
:Americans predominantly, though not exclusively, in
:the context of oil and terrorism. With this in mind,
:Americans and Europeans must be cognizant of the
:global context that affects the lives of Muslims every-
:where. To characterize the reactions of some Muslims
:to the cartoons as "primal rage" is to promote an even
:more offensive version of Bernard Lewis's tired and
: suspect thesis about "The Roots of Muslim Rage." Just
;imagine trying to portray adherents of other religions in
:such terms.
: The reality of the situation is that media and policy
:emanating from Western governments of Western
:nations has created a confrontational environment that
:has pitted "us" against "Islam". Mr. Iyengar has fallen
:into this trap. When he says that "there is nothing to talk
:about" with Muslims he betrays his own lack of confi-
:dence in the validity of his arguments. By providing a
:picture of a Muslim by using words like "primal," he is
:only reflecting the powerful interests served by the
~media and the far right.
Abby Hochstein '06
jIJalancing Humor with Sensitivity
To the Editor:
....................................................................................................................
~Column Unfair ToMuslims SACAppreciates Support ~
In the February 10, 2006 edition of the Voice on
:page 3, a regular contributor to the Voice wrote an arti-
:cle about Valentine's Day. We recognize that free
:speech is of paramount importance, but encourage all
:writers to balance this freedom with sensitivity to issues
:that are painful to people on this campus and beyond.
:Specifically, the author includes a reference to "Roofie
:Surprise" in which someone apparently laces valentine
:heart candies with a drug commonly known to be a
:date-rape drug in order to go to bed with someone.
:Doing so is a not only a felony under Connecticut State
:law and a violation of College policy but most impor-
:tantly, has happened to a number of people on this cam-
:pus, their friends, and their family members. Although
:intended to be harmless and humorous, this type of
:humor can be both extremely hurtful and threatening.
:Thcre is nothing funny about rape. We need to foster a
:campus environment that neither condones rape nor
:normalizes it with attempts at humor. We respectfully
:ask that authors keep in mind that the audience they
:wish to read their columns are the same ones that are
~greatly and adversely affected by insensitive references.
Respectfully,
Nora Smiley
David Milstone
Susana Hancock
.Anne Hopkins Gross
Judy Kirmmse
Sara Muehlbauer
Mab Segrest
Dear Editors,
I want to extend a personal "thank you" for using:
editorial space last week to encourage participation in:
SAC. Comprised of representatives from many con-:
stituencies, SAC works extremely hard to ensure that:
the student body, staff, faculty, and the New London:
conununity will have venues in which to interact and,:
indeed, have fun in unique ways. Since the expecta-t
dons of SAC are so high, it certainly is noticeable when:
positions are left vacant. At the same time, 1 need to:
point out that only three positions are not filled at this:
time out of more than forty, and as a whole, there seems:
to me to be very deep interest in ensuring the success of:
SAC. Every member on SAC, of both the executivel
board and the council, does a fantastic job. We have:
certainly had no shortage of creativity, energy, and com-:
mitrnent within SAC, which has directly resulted in a:
very successful year so far. I am quite pleased with the:
progress we have made as a team, I encourage members:
of the Junior and Senior class to run for the vacant posi-~
tions, and I look forward to great times with the whole:
community for the rest of the year.
See you out there!
Christian Clansky '06
Chair of SAC
Important Difference Between
"Pro-Aborition" and Pro-Choice"
As a Gender and Women's Studies minor, feminist:
activist, and a woman, J was discouraged and insulted:
by the Voice's article, "One State Stands Up to Judicial:
Tyranny." In its discussion of South Dakota's recently:
passed bill that would "ban nearly all abortions," the:
article failed to consider the humanistic side of the Pro-:
Choice Movement. The reporter made several jUdg-:
ments about the Pro-Choice side that were illogical and:
rendered his argument ineffective. •
I would first like to point out that there are very few:
"pro-abortion activists" in this country. Like many oth-:
ers, I am pro-CHOICE, not prO-ABORTION. An abor-:
tion is a serious procedure that poses physical and emo-j
tional risks to the pregnant woman. The decision of:
whether or not to have an abortion is never easy and:
should not be approached lightly, but that does not:
mean that women should have the choice made for them:
by the government, or even the "majority vote." I sup-:
port choice because I have faith in and respect for my:
fellow females and trust that we know ourselves and our:
bodies the best. •
It is the Pro-Choice Movement's faith in the:
American public that the reporter does not recognize.:
He argues, "America is supposed to be a country in:
which the people decide how to govern themselves, but:
the pro-abortion crowd wants .no part of that." The:
essence of the pro-choice debate is that women should:
govern themselves. The movement puts no pressure on:
women to have an abortion; rather, we are just interest-:
ed in preserving the right for that woman to decide what:
is best for her body, her health, and her future. :
With national levels of unemployment rising, it is:
more important than ever to ensure that every child in:
America be raise<;l under adequate conditions and by:
consenting parents. The Pro-Choice Movement is pro-':
life, as it continues to work towards improving the lives:
of women, children, and families everywhere. :
Jeruw Madden '07
: ' :
OPINION
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THE SLOPE GETS MORE SLIPPERY
N lKHIL AMARENDRA IYENGAR • OUT IN RiGHT FIELD
The "slippery slope" argument
against gay marriage has often been
derided as a hysterical shriek by
paranoid homophobes. However,
recent events around the world are
proving that traditional marriage is
increasingly close to being redefined
,out of existence. In Sweden, the rad-
I c a I
Feminist
Initiative
party (FI)
has called
for the elim-
ination of
traditional
marriage
and the
introduction
of a partnership system that is not
'only gender-neutral, but also accom-
.IPodates for multiple partners (i.e.,
-more than two). Similar demands
are being made by the cultural elites
in Canada. Each of these countries
has already legalized gay unions,
,whether in the form of marriage
:(Canada), or "registered partner-
ships" (Sweden). As was predicted
by many opponents of gay marriage,
these countries are now dealing with
whether or not to legalize polyga-
mous marriages. The slope is getting
'more slippery.
Activists who want to replace
traditional marriage often argue that
marriage is a patriarchal, heterosex-
ual norm that should be done away
with so that the oppression of
women and non-heterosexuals can
be reduced. They also like to paint a
picture of opponents of gay marriage
as unthinking cavemen who simply
hate gay people. (The accusation of
bigotry is a trusty weapon for liber-
als engaging in arguments with con-
servatives).
While there are some people that
truly do hate gay people, they are a
small minority in this country. Most
people who oppose gay marriage do
so because it violates the traditional
definition of the family, society, and
civilization, by removing marriage
from the responsibility of parenting.
and because it will lead to the even-
tual eradication of traditional mar-
riage.
Marriage and parenting have
gone together since time immemori-
, al. If traditional marriage was not
the best way to raise children, would
evolution and progress through the
millenia not have replaced it with a
different system? If we allow gay
and polygamous marriage to
become legal, we will also be allow-
ing many children to be raised in an
entirely unnatural and foreign envi-
ronment.
Finally, by allowing more and
more types of unions to count as
"marriage," traditional marriage will
effectively be redefined out of exis-
tence. In other words, if everything
is "marriage," then nothing really is.
Radical feminists and others advo-
cating for gay marriage know that
most Americans will not sign on to a
movement with the explicit goal of
abolishing marriage. Thus, their plan
is to legalize gay marriage arid, as
we are seeing abroad, even
polygamy, so that traditional mar-
riage loses its meaning.
Opposing gay marriage is not
about hating gay people. I believe
that gays should have the same
rights as all other Americans, but
when it comes to marriage, in light
of events abroad, I am more con-
vinced than ever that legalizing gay
marriage will put us on a slippery
slope toward the eventual extinction
of traditional marriage.
On another topic,' I want to
address some issues that students
raised with regard to a column I
wrote two weeks ago. Generally I
am loathe to apologize for or clarify
my comments, for fear of appearing
to cave in to what I refer to as the
"thought police" on campus, but I do
not want to let distortions of my col-
umn go unanswered. I was accused
of "generalizing" about Islam in my
column, although I referred to the
current upswing in Islamic violence
as a "current trend," and specifically
referred to "militant Islam" as the
ideology that must be defeated.
However, the title of my column,
"Islam Shows Its True Nature," was
an overgeneralization and a mistake
on my part.
I MAyBE Ibm, Bur I'M No COMMIE
ANDREW MEYER. I HAVEADD
This spring, an event takes place
that will make us all question
whether we are humans or savage
beasts. Everyone will instantly
change from polite and friendly to
cutthroat and ruthless, as they drop
the act of pretending to work togeth-
er and blatantly stop caring about
anyone but themselves. If you think
I'm talking about a prison break,
~ think again:
welcome to
the annual
housing, lot-
tery!
Before I
make jokes
about it, let's
be fair: it
improved
between my
freshman and sophomore years, and
it seems like this year it'll improve
once again. That being said, there is
nothing funnier than watching some
of the nicest people you know open-
ly start rooting for other people to
get bad dorms so that they can get
the one they wanted. It makes me
wonder if we should all be
Communists' and just work together.
Then I remember that the reason I'm
so old is because I stayed back in
preschool, so I'd probably suck at
the whole "sharing" thing.
Unlike everyone else, I care
about where you live and hope you
get the best place possible, even if it
means I won't get to live where I
want. That's why I'm recommend-
ing that you live off campus next
year. Think about it: you can eat
whatever you want every night, you
don't have to pay the school's room
and board fee and you won't have, '
.Campus Safety knocking on your
door during your Beirut game
(which is always dangerous, since
heart attacks are even worse when
you're already drunk.} This is why I
suggest that you live off campus, and
TIpt apply for any dorms next year,
especially if you happen to be a male
junior who is considering living in
any dorms that start with "H" and
end with "arkness," Another reason
not to go there is that the
people who
call T.J.
"T.J.
"MILITANT DEMOCRACY" FLEXES ITS MUSCLES
YONI FREEMAN • OCCUPIEDTERRITORY
Following the end of World War
Il, the murderous Nazi regime was
disbanded and removed from the
face of the earth. In the aftermath of
the rebuilding of Western Europe,
newly constituted states developed
democratic institutions. However,
there were new institutions, particu-
larly found in
Germany and
Austria, creat-
ed to safe-
guard democ-
racy from
itself
because, after
all, it was not
a coup or
.rebellion that brought Hitler to
power, but the ballot box.
Essentially, the thinking was that
some limits on democracy were nec-
essary in order to preserve the future
of democracy.
Germany and Austria have very
strong laws that deal with prevent-
ing a Nazi-like government being
reconstituted again, and laws that
deal with preserving the history of
this Nazi period exist too. It is
against the law to publicly deny the
history of the Holocaust. David
Irving, the world-famous Holocaust-
denying "historian," was finally
punished on Monday for this
Austrian crime, getting three years
in prison. He had denied the
Holocaust on Austrian territory dur-
ing the late 1980s at a number of
speaking events.
In front of 300 listeners, Irving
on one occasion claimed that the
"Night of the Broken Glass" in 1938
was committed by people imperson-
ating SA thugs, that Auschwitz had
no gas chambers, that Anne Frank
never wrote a diary as the pen she
described had not yet been invented,
and that Hitler never ordered the
murder of Jews. Those Jews who
died in camps died of disease, not by
murder.
The trial, which took one day.
had Irving, at its start, declare that
he was guilty: "I was wrong when I
said there were no gas chambers in
Auschwitz. The Nazis did murder
millions of Jews," he affirmed, while
parading his most famous book
"Hitler's War" - that contradicted
his words. He also tumed to the
press saying "new documents" had
come to his attention which made
him change his mind (they must
have been those prosecution
papers).
The conviction of David Irving
has three implications. For one. the
militant democratic institutions of
Austria have proven their value by
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the judge's decision to put this liar in
jail. It is one thing to have a private
opinion on the matter, but it is
another thing when you have some-
one with the title of "historian"
going around your country, lecturing
to the youth, and denying the great-
est crime in human history, which
your country committed.
The second clear result of this
decision has been a blow to this per-
son's broadcasting of Holocaust-
denying propaganda. Jrving can take
his lies to his jail cell, and maybe
start denying he was injail, and real-
lyon a cruise liner.
Finally, this decision has sowed
disunity in the neo-Nazi camp of the
world because of the many who had
supported Irving's "findings." Some
in the movement have been turned
away by Irving's ease of remorse
and "selling out," that he did so just
to get a shorter jail sentence. Their
sickening worldview now has two
camps - one still supporting Irving,
the other with contempt for his gut-
less giving in to the court.
The verdict of this Austrian court
should be extended to Abu Mazen,
the Palestinian Authority leader,
who wrote his doctorate claiming
the Holocaust was "only" the death
of around 700,000 Jews, and that it
was due to collaboration between
the Zionists and the Nazis. The
Iranian Holocaust-denying govern-
ment should also be censured by
Europe. Closing down their
embassies and expelling their anti-
Semitic ambassadors are some
things that should have been done
months ago. Just recently, Iran's
ambassador to Portugal went on
Portuguese radio claiming that it
was impossible for six million Jews
to have died, because it would have
taken fifteen years for their bodies to
be burned.
Like the Nazis, Holocaust
deniers base their activities on the
premise they are able 10 escape
without paying a price. The Nazis
were certain of their victory, which
is why they committed their atroci-
ties without mercy. If they knew
what would have happened in the
end, they would have probably acted
a little differently, fearing punish-
ment. This brings us back to Irving
and his ilk. He held his opinions
even though he was proven to be. a
liar and a fake, but he thought no
one would touch him (even entering
Austria knowing there was a warrant
out for his arrest). In the end, justice
tracked him down. There can defi-
nitely be no revisionism of these
facts.
A!.LIE BALDWIN. ENVIRONMENTAL CoLUMNIST
When I got back from Italy, all I
could think about was Dante,
Leopardi, gelato and pizzoccheri
(it's this amazing grainy pasta from
the Valtellina region in the pre-Alps
in the northeast). I was convinced I
had abandoned my love for the Earth
and concerned
that I'd be living
in Earth House
as a traitor. But
could I combine
l!!o ,oil my love for the~o"~(f.~'"o.Earth with a
• •• CtlCUT CO~~· love for really
'--- --.J delicious food
(and other important aspects of
Italian culture).
Today the natural world is
becoming increasingly recognized
for its importance in contributing to
a better life, both for the resources
on which we depend and for the
peace of mind we find in its simple
beauty. In the classical world, the
Earth was not viewed as a disap-
pearing commodity, yet Cicero,
upon whom the Renaissance
depends, somehow envisioned the
natural world as a measure of beau-
ty.
For Cicero (106-43 B.C.) beauty
is derived from three categories:
order, function, and organic unity.
Order is perhaps the most important,
overarching classification for beau-
ty. Indeed. until the Scientific
Revolution the Earth was thought to
be the center of the universe with
nine perfectly ordered spheres encir-
cling it. This vision of the universe is
the ultimate order and for Cicero the
cosmos represent the epitome of
beauty through balance, which then
transcends to satiate man's desire for
order. Cicero even asserts in
"Discussions at Tusculum" that
when a man unites his mind with the
cosmos he joins with the divine
mind and thus receives "inex-
haustible joy," a joy only attainable
through beauty. Though our under-
standing of the universe has
changed, it is still a comfort to look
at the starry sky and get lost in con-
templation.
That's why I love the Earth.
Order, function, and organic unity
all operate in harmony to ascribe and
affirm beauty in nature. All of nature
is ordered and therefore has intrinsic
beauty. The perfect harmony in the
complexity of all ecosystems creates
a fragile balance between all life and
all the elements, an order that is
absolute and inherently beautiful.
able to declare victory in driving out
the Americans, regardless of the cir-
cumstances of the withdrawal. Still,
this effect pales in contrast to the
long-term costs of an indefinite
occupation.
Instead of harking on judgments
of whether Iraq will ultimately be a
victory or defeat, we should deter-
mine the best course available now,
complete all feasible objectives, and
then begin withdrawing troops.
Three inter-linked goals remain
among discussion. Unfortunately,
all three are only partially feasible.
First, the goal of training the Iraqi
army and police forces is crucial and
hundreds of thousands of security
forces have been trained already at
an estimated $240,000 per Iraqi.
However, as an objective, full train-
ing may not be feasible, since the
United States could conceivably
train Iraqis further for five more
years or longer, with only marginal
benefits of effectiveness or cohe-
sion, which may not outweigh the
costs of continuing the occupation.
This category should generally be
considered as a subset of a wider
second objective.
Ensure the survival of the demo-
cratic Iraqi regime:
A civil war in Iraq between
Sunni and Shi' a combined with the
fall of the democratic Iraqi regime
represents the worst possible out-
come in Iraq. The democratization
of Iraq was quite a gamble since
while an Iraqi democracy is best,
Saddam's ~gime would certainly be
The beauty in this order can be
expressed further through the func-
tionality of nature as well as its
organic qualities found therein.
Cicero also took on the function-
al aspect of beauty. In order to justi-
fy the beauty of flowers, which serve
no purpose, Cicero asserts that their
beauty lies in the simple fact that
they are a part of the order of nature.
The organic identity of a component
of nature brings Cicero pleasure
above all things while the aesthetic
value provides an "experience for
him." The experience can occur
through sight, smell or taste, each of
which contributes an essential com-
ponent to the beautiful whole, and if
one of these qualities is lacking,
beauty cannot be attained.
I do not adhere to the classical
virtue that civilization, or the con-
quest of nature, is greater than the
untamed environment in that it
"unites" humans with their sur-
roundings. For Cicero, adding a civ-
ilization to nature could also be
viewed as an enhancement of an
already-beautiful system. He's
wrong. However, it is heartwarming
to know that at one time a statesman
could appreciate the natural world.
Uniqueness, the very essence of
preferred over a failed state, in
which extremist groups would be
able to stake out territory and find
recruits. However, continuing the
occupation until the survivability of
the regime can be ensured is not fea-
sible, since the most important fac-
tor in determining the survivability
of the regime is Iraqi nationalism, a
difficult phenomenon to measure,
and one mostly out of American
control. To paraphrase Tom
Friedman, Iraq is either the Arab
Germany or it is the Arab
Yugoslavia; we still do not know for
sure. The United States has provided
the framework for democracy, facil-
itated economic recovery, and
encouraged cooperation between
factions, but soon a point will be
reached at which American influ-
ence on the future of Iraq becomes
marginal, and the occupation
becomes ineffective at helping to
ensure the regime's survivability.
Many assert that this pivotal date has
already passed, but in all probability,
the occupation will pass it somewhat
soon. In a country whose borders
were drawn by colonialists in
London, deep-seeded divisions exist
which, combined with a painfully
recent past of oppression by the
Sunni minority, could make an iraqi
democracy impossible. With oil
resources up for grabs and abundant
regional complications-such as the
Kurds' poor relationship with
Turkey and Iran's ethnic ties with
Iraqi Shi'a-a peaceful partition of
Iraq into ~parate states appears
diversity, is imperative to a beautiful
system as it unifies. Each planet is
distinct and offers an original sphere
to the heavens, just as every object
in an ecosystem is unique and sig-
nificant in maintaining the fragile
balance.
Today stepping outside of the
chaotic world and experiencing the
simple beauty of nature often
refreshes me. Nature's worth is fre-
quently overlooked but nonetheless
imperative to our perception of
beauty.
A classical figure, Cicero, was
truly an inspiration for the
Renaissance and my subsequent
obsession with all things Italian.
And even though he was part of the
political scene of ancient Rome. he
still managed to love the Earth. And
Rome is the longest-lived democra-
cy in the history of Western civiliza-
tion. Ours, on the other hand ... well,
I'm just glad there's a resistance that
can sustain me until I return to the
land of sculpture, opera. and. of
course, vino,
impossible.
Still, most factors indicate that
the Iraqi regime will hold together.
The democratic process has pro-
gressed effectively and the crucial
minority Sunni parties have stayed
active in the Iraqi Parliament. Iraqis
have fought an exhaustive ten-year
war with Iran and suffered together
through U.N. sanctions: both wete
presumably nationalism-building
experiences. Civil war would
require a total breakdown in the
Iraqi army since an American with-
drawal will certainly weaken the
insurgency significantly and de-
legitimize foreign terrorists. Thi ~•
brings up the third remaining objec-
live in Iraq.
Destroy the insurgency, corurol
the borders, and stabilize the securi-
ty situation:
The pre-war troop estimates of
General Tommy Franks, General
Shinseki, and others were disregard-
ed, and today the Iraqi security situ-
ation cannot be remedied by force.
Instead, the best way of defeating"
the insurgency today would be to
simply enact a phased withdrawal of
American troops. Without the
specter of a potentially permanent
occupation of foreign troops, tile.
general populace would lose all tol-
erance for attacks on Iraqi targets,
depriving the insurgency of its criti-
cal popular acceptance. In addition,
many insurgent groups only fight OU.
SEEVICTOrY IN IRAQ ~
Continlled 011 page six
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Housefellow is from an island, and
you can never trust those islanders. I
make these suggestions for your own
benefit, of course. Not because I'm
trying to save space there for me. I
would never do that.
Now that we've gotten that out of
the way. a few random thoughts for
the rest of the column ...
I think it's time to put this space
to public use (an undebatable one ...
not a Keto v.New London "is it pub- VICTORY IN IRAQ
lic? I don't know. Do you know?
Neither does he" use), and address -N,.,..---::C:--""':'p:----VE~T~--G-----------------------------------------:~
ICHOLASULVER·ROGRESSI HINKINan issue that has been bothering me
for 2+ years: the bulletin broadcast
review. If someone important is
reading this, hear me out: the bul-
letin broadcast review system does-
n't work. The most important mes-
sages are saved for it, and it's the
only type of message that does not
make my message light flash. I am
not looking forward to the day where
my message light starts blinking
because of an all-group a cappella
concert, but when I go to check mes-
sages, I have a "Bulletin Broadcast
Review. This is an important mes-
sage from the office of impending
doom and disasters. The nearby
nuclear plant has blown up, and you
should all take your iodine pills,
unless you're a gambler, in which
case you can try to mutate into a
ninja turtle, but you risk turning into
that stupid rhino instead" message
from four days earlier.
The problem with living in
dorms where you have no control
over the heat: the temperature in my
room says, "Open the damn win-
dow." The skunk outside says,
"Close the damn window." The
voice in my head says "break the
damn window."
On a serious note, Howard
Stern's show is disappointing.
Wait. .. never mind, that's a Sirius
note. Anyway, I'm finally on
Facebook. ]f you have suggestions
for a column, feel free to throw some
graffiti on my wall.
Final thought: do
hate the Bengals
Houshmandzadeh
Douche . andzadeh T
Will we win? Can we win? Have
we won already? Lost?
These are all fairly useless ques-
tions without a clear definition of
victory. The problem is that the term
victory has
itself become
political. If
President
George Bush
can legiti-
matel y claim
victory in
Iraq, then the
President and
other war supporters get a boost
politically. If the term victory cannot
be given to the war in Iraq, then war
critics will be able to add the ulti-
mate failure in Iraq to credible
charges of pre-war White House
deceptions.
The costs of the continuing
armed presence in Iraq are substan-
tial. In addition to losses of blood,
treasure, and international prestige,
the occupation will continue to
assist Al-Qaeda recruiters world-
wide. It becomes understandably
easier to promote the destruction of
the United States when American
troops are actually occupying a
Muslim country, regardless of the
circumstances. With these costs in
mind, if it is determined that victory
has been acItieved to the fullest
extent possible, then the withdrawal
of American troops should follow as
swiftly as possible. Sadly, this with-
drawal will again give Bin Laden
and fol owers a boost as they will be
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Photography and the Page: Photos for Me and You
BY ARETI SAKELLARIS
staff writer
There's something about looking at photos that has a soothing effect.
Maybe they remind you of your childhood and sitting with your parents
thumbing through snapshots of summer vacations and horribly offensive
outfits of Disney character-clothing and Crayola-colored pants, While
"Photography and the Page" cannot bring your Mickey sweater and fuchsia
corduroys back in style, it can provide relief on a late afternoon to fill the
lull between classes and the evening hours.
"Photography and the Page" presents the work of four photographers
whose respective work has been published, Choosing and setting up a shot
is a creative process for every artist, and choosing from those prints for a
book is possibly an even more challenging process. Ted Hendrickson, Miles
Ladin, Laura Wilson, and Philip Trager have each combined their personal
endeavors in art with those in public life for their books and the exhibit.
Connecticut College Professor of Art Ted Hendrickson's work from
Time Tide and Place, A Saltwater Fly Fisher's Journal is the marriage of
photos and field reports of the conditions of, tactics used, and observations
made from his personal fishing expeditions. For him, the "flies themselves
are an attraction," and he hopes that his work can inspire others to try fly
fishing--or at least better understand it. Each of his photos is a self-portrait,
and in many his image is blurred, perhaps because his very presence is on
the edge of the boundary between the human landscape with the natural
habitat of fish, When mixed with the humorous commentary, like: "Wow,
this is it, that 25 pounder that's been waiting ... the one I saw in a dream ..."
the solemnity of the accompanying photo becomes human and establishes
one universal, all-encompassing environment (Plate 3 Spread),
Alumnus and New York photographer Miles Ladin has created Lunch
Poems in homage to Frank O'Hara's work of the same title. The color lim-
ited edition unbound portfolio asks to be handled and "skirt[s] the line
between photographs and drawing." The overlay, contradictions, interac-
tions, and humor of his cutting-edge shots are remarkable, Everything not
only looks real on paper, it jumps out and shakes you, Ladin said, "I stole
these images and ruminations strolling through the noisy splintered glare of
a Manhattan noon," Imagine the vivacity of NYC captured,
Laura Wilson, alumna and part time instructor, is known for her portrai-
ture and fondness for the West. While she has done work for international
newspapers and magazines, her contributions to the exhibit come from her
book Hutterites of Montana, The Hutterites are an intensely reclusive
Christian denomination, and even portraits of them are deemed anathema.
Regardless of this hesitation to be photographed, Wilson's photos strike a
chord and harken back to a more traditional way of life, and shots like
Emma Kleinsasser (1994) offer glimpses of a forgotten life, On the other
hand, her presentation is thoroughly modem: Ron Hufer, Twelve, Balancing
on his Father's Appaloosa (1994) is vivid to the point of seeming unreal.
Cummings is also privileged with a selection of world-renowned Philip
Trager's work, whose ten books have received critical acclaim, three of
which have been honored as Editors' Choice by the New York Times Book
Review. He presents bodies, usually in motion, with an appreciation to clas-
sical ideals. Daniel Ezralow is of a man floating beside a tree, as if he should
be on a pendulum: the shot challenges viewers to figure out how it was taken
and to ponder the physicality demanded of both Trager and Ezralow, The
Los Angeles Times proclaims his work "besiege[s] the eye with a bold sense
of mystery, contradiction, and surprise."
While there is not a clear unifying concept between the four photogra-
phers, it does not detract from the exhibit; instead, it makes the work of each
one stand out. The wide range of artistic styles, presentation, and subject
matter underscore the personal choices required of photographers, The
exhibit promises variety and substantive works to engage the tastes and
intellects of a range of viewers.
Noah's Floods The Mouth With Flavor
BY CHARLOTTE BOTHE
staff writer
Because I will always be eager
and willing to experience any and
all new tastes and flavors, when my
parents came down this past week-
end I quickly seized on the opportu-
nity to spend, no joke, a couple of
hours on my computer looking for
area restaurants that peaked my
curiosity, As it happened, I ended up
returning to the website of a place in
Stonington Burough that my family
and I had dined at about this same
time last year. In fact, we had been
there twice on this previous visit of
theirs, once for dinner and once the
following morning for brunch, The
website assured me that there would
be a completely new set of dishes to
try and, of course, critique!
Despite making a late appear-
ance for our reservation (typical of
my family) and being seated instead
in the informal bar area, the evening
was not sacrificed. In fact, with the
Olympics on the TV in the corner of
the room and several groups of avid
watchers, the atmosphere ended up
being more friendly and relaxed,
However, we surely missed the for-
mal dining room with its paintings
by local artists, Though the decision was tough to
Now, down to the food! 1 eager- make, there was no way I was going
Iy opened my menu to discover that to pass up an opportunity to try such
Noah's remained true to its word an abundance of seafood in one
and that besides the "All Seasons dish, so I went with the stew.
Menu," none of the dishes were Needless to say, I ended up being
remotely similar to our choices last very pleased with my decision. The
year. As Iwent down the list, Ifirst array of seafood was a mouth-water-
came across their selection of ing combination of shellfish that
sea f 0 0 d includ-
dishes, such e d
as pan- clams,
seared seal- m u s -
lops, baked cles, a
cod, grilled lobster
salmon, tail,
and, to my g ian t
great sur- shrimp,
prise, a li:!::llI""." and
seafood s c a l .
stew similar I~~~~~~~~::::::;;~~~~~~!lop s ,
to the II which
French "Bouillabaisse" that I have were all plunged into a steaming hot
never been able to resist. For land bath of a tomato-based broth sea-
dishes, Noah's offered sauteed veal, soned with a most complementary
crusted pork chops, and a chicken hint of saffron, The stew itself also
"paprikas" dish, all sounding equal- included white rice and potatoes,
ly tempting, The "All Seasons which were delightfully not too
Menu" also had an abundance of soggy, Both these starches, along
dishes to choose from, including the with the homemade whole-grain
ever-popular filet mignon, a fettuc- bread, served as the perfect sponges
cine with basil pesto, and a dish of to mop up all the succulent juices of
breadcrumb crusted flounder. the stew.
PESPECTlVES
IN MUSIC
THAT'SSENOR FLYING KITIEN To You
My first exposure to the band
Electric Six was watching a flash
video on the Internet that showed
flying kittens with Viking helmets
dancing to the song "Gay Bar," off
of the band's 2003 album Fire, The
site was undoubtedly created by
someone with too much time on his
or hcr hands, but I don't think the
band would have necessarily disap-
proved,
By BEN FISHER
the alternativeperspective
Electric Six follows in the wake
of the Darkness (or rather proceeds
them, if you count the band's previ-
ous incamation - the Wildbunch -
which emerged in the 90s) with a
st}"leof rock and roll~hat is fashion-
ably out of date, invoking an era
when bands had longer hair, tighter
pants, and double basses. But while
the Darkness (allegedly) take them-
selves very seriously, Electric Six
certainly does not. The lyrics from
their latest release Senor Smoke say
it all-"evil boys eating evil ham-
burgers," "like electric underwear,
the idea never had a chance to go
anywhere." I lost it when I heard a
completely deadpan monotone
"Backstreet's back alright" on the
fourth track,
This playfulness makes Senor
Smoke an enjoyable album to listen
to, but one that will get old quickly
for the musical snob searching for
deep, soul wrenching moments
under the sly one-liners and catchy
guitar riffs, But hedonistic entertain-
ment is not the only thing here,
Under the wailing and power ballads
there is a sense of regret for that lost
era when bands were not judged for
being over the top, The songs are
about fear, uncertainty, and being
misunderstood as much as they are
about sex, drugs, and rock and roll.
Electric Six has hit many obsta-
cles recording this album: a change
in line-up, signing to a U,K. record
label when nobody in America
would accept them, Though Fire's
"Danger! High Voltage" was a suc-
cessful single, the band has had dif-
ficulty proving ther ~ can be sub-
stance in the absurd. The public's
flirtation with bands of their ilk
seems . to have tarnished. 'The
Darkness's second album didn't get
much press in the States, and
Electric Six remixes with Jack
White have likewise failed to get
anyone hyped for this album. It
seems inevitable that Electric Six
will gather dust alongside Ace of
Base and Chumbawumba, to be
brushed off and played only to gawk
at.
In order for this album to work,
you need to be game enough to go
along for the ride. Electric Six is not
to be laughed at, but to be laughed
with as it satirizes the pretentious-
ness of modem rock music. Does
this cost the band some points in the
artistic merit department? You
betcha. Senor Smoke will never be
on a critic's top ten list, but (like the
flying kitten website) you have to
wonder if the band gives a hoot. If
you're too cool to rock it the way
Electric Six says so, most likely the
band doesn't want you to rock it at
all. If you're willing to play along,
however, the sky's the limit. Don't
let the smoke get in your eyes.
Not surprisingly my mom
ordered the same dish, as I think I
have adopted her taste for seafood.
My dad had the chicken "paprikas,'
of which I naturally had to have a
bite, The dish was beautifully pre-
sented with the chicken placed over
a bed of spaezle surrounded by
sugar-snap peas and generously
drenched with a paprika-seasoned
cream-based sauce. Having been to
Eastern Europe, Iwas mostly aston-
ished by how closely the flavors of
the dish matched those of its origins,
The spaezle was wonderfully but-
tery and, taken together with the
chicken and sauce, created a very
complementing combination of fla-
vors.
Although the array of
homemade desserts was certainly
tempting, Iwas so satisfied from my
meal that we ended up just having a
round of coffee and tea to finish off
our meal, All in all the experience
was as good as the first time, and
perhaps I will make it back next
year!
Noah's is located in
Stonington Burough, and for infor-
mation on directions, menu options
and contacts there is a website,
www.noahsfinefood.com.
Mary, Mary: Not Quite So Contrary
BY ANDREA RODESCHINI
staff writer
Mary, Mary is James
Patterson's newest addition to
the Alex Cross series of murder
mysteries (his previous ones
include Kiss the Girls and
Along Came a Spider). His
most sophisticated thriller yet
finds FBI detective Alex Cross
taking a much needed vacation
with his family to Disneyland
out in California, As luck
would have it, the famous
Hollywood actress, Antonia ~:~~J
Schifman, is shot outside herr:;;:~ .- .....
home in Beverly Hills, Most'
disturbing is the slashing of the
victim's face beyond recogni-
tion, which becomes the
killer's trademark, Shortly
afterward, an editor from the Los Angeles Times, Arnold Griner, receives a
grisly e-mail detailing the murder from the killer, Mary Smith, She indicates
this is not to be taken as an isolated incident and forewarns of her intent to
.kill again. Found at the crime scenes, alongside the mauling of the victims'
faces (all Hollywood A-listers), are kid-themed stickers with the letters A, A,
B written on them.
Fear spreads throughout the Los Angeles area as the case escalates by
blockbuster proportions as the media gets wind of the e-mails and increas-
ingly frequent murders of celebrities, The LAPD and FBI frantically attempt
to keep the details under wraps as they scramble to find a pattern before Mary
can send one more chilling update. The main question that perplexes Alex is
how could a woman be capable of committing murders to this degree? Is
there an accomplice or just a pawn in her plot?
However, this murder mystery/police procedural drama is interspersed
with scenes from the crisis in Alex's personal life. His ex-wife, Christine,
visits and is horrified to learn of Alex's involvement in the case and sees it as
a potential dauger to their son, Alex, Jr. This leads to an "intermission"
halfway through the book to the legal court over Alex's custody battle (which
Cross loses). Then his life is further complicated by his attraction to his old
friend Dr. Kayla Coles who is treating his mother, Nana, when Alex briefly
returns to D,C, While the world searches for Mary Smith as further murders
occur, Alex tries to balance his family obligations with his continuing role as
the FBI liaison in the case-which means living a bicoastal existence. The
nature of the crimes and the repeated references to the children of the victims
by Mary Smith in her emails constantly remind Alex of the primacy of his
family in his life and how his profession adds to the fragility of their rela-
tionship.
Patterson manages to balance Cross's personal and work life in a way that
it does not detract from the suspenseful momentum he develops, He con-
structs a riveting story with enough misdirection to keep the reader guessing,
and enough tension to make this a real page-turner. It features the typical
Patterson formula of short chapters, which make it a much faster read than
the 397 pages would suggest. The only complaint I have about this novel is
that a few of the developments, which occurred late in the story and were cru-
cial to the conclusion, seemed totally unrealistic and inconsistent both with
normal police procedure and also the storyline up to that point. Patterson
attempted to create maximum dramatic impact and shock value at the
expense of internal consistency, despite that fact that the story was tense
enough and the plot so well constructed that such embellishments were
unnecessary. However, I highly suggest this latest addition to the Alex Cross
series. Because I know that no one has time to sit down and read (let alone
breathe), the Shain Library has it available on a CD which features the voic-
es of three readers adding to the dramatic impact of the murder mystery
itself-making it feel more like attending a play than a straight forward
"read."
A Juris Doctorate degree puts you
ahead of the competition
A Juris Doctorate from MSLaffords you the
freedom of that competitive advantage
without the worries that others suffer
behind a mountain of debt,
Interested? Come
check us out:
::Massachusetts Schoof of Law
Woodland Park, 500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 01810
(978) 681-0800 www.MSLaw,edu
Review a book! Review a restaurant! Review a
concert! Review a movie! Review a CD!
Review a review!
Email ccvoice@conncoll.edu to join the Voice team!
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This week, the Office of Residential Life and Housing announced the names of the 22Housefellows for the 2006-2007 academic year. The
selection process was rigorous for applicants and staff alike. Applicants were asked to write a number of essays, have an individual
interview, and a group interview before ORLHstaff was ready to make their decisions.
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Kathleen Cleaver Dispels Myths About Common Hour .."
continued from page 1 event, said of the diSCUSSIOn,I hope
Rosa Parks, Civil Rights Movement that there is not a problem here. lJaitvw:l':dl~eh~sep~e~ctterut~}~:a~~phi~:E~::~~
While the Common Hour partic-
ipants did not come to a particular presented that served to inform each
conclusion about the alcohol culture constituency of opinions which they
at Conn, Patty Eames, SGA Chair of might not have recognized before.
Academic Affairs, who spearheaded
the planning and production of the
Voice Auto Review: Toyota Tacoma
,,,. ~
, By LIZ MURRAY
staff writer
Professor Kathleen Cleaver, a
distinguished educator, lawyer,
activist and professor at Emory
University gave a stirring lecture on
Tuesday in Blaustein. Professor
Cleaver has been debunking the
.myths surrounding Rosa Parks for
years.
"I always heard the story about
how Rosa Parks got on the bus and
was really tired so she sat in the
front of the segregated bus," Peter
Weymouth '09 said when asked
about the story regarding Rosa Parks
in school. "Martin Luther King tried
to help after her arrest, and it basi-
cally jump-started the Civil Rights
Movement," Weymouth added.
These stories are exactly what
Professor Cleaver attempted to dis-
credit in her lecture. She explained
that not just the acts of one person,
but commuuity solidarity, organiza-
tion, and leadership help to initiate
movements such as the Civil Rights
Movement.
Parks was a symbol for the
movement, Cleaver stated. However,
her image of being respectful and
nonviolent gave the false illusion
that simple acts start a revolution,
Cleaver added.
She noted that Parks was never
"tired" when she got on that bus.
The NAACP (National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People) was looking for a plaintiff to
use in court to show that the segre-
gation was unjust. Parks just hap-
pened to be in the right place at the
right time, according to Cleaver.
Moreover, only a few weeks ear-
lier, a teenager by the name of
By OWEN COONEY
staff writer
In High School, there's always
that buddy who everyone agrees has
the nicest car, and who is forced into
unofficial chauffeur duties so his
friends don't have to be seen in their
own crappy cars. For me, this was
my buddy "Goat's" '99 Toyota
4Runner. The first time we rode in
it, Goat backed it into a telephone
pole, which didn't go over well
because he had taken it without ask-
ing. When my Jetta finally crapped
out, the 4Runner was my primary
method of transportation to school,
movies, parties, home, and every-
where in between. It was a soccer-
mom mobile and we knew it, but it
was the best we had, and so we
drove it hard and often. Thinking
about that car takes me back to nerv-
ously sitting next to pretty girls in
the car wash, or keeping the car run-
ning while one of us with a fake J.D.
made a run for some cheap beer.
Goat kept it clean as a whistle, he
was infinitely proud of his car, but
was still a good enough friend not to
give me hell when I threw up in it
after a party. Tearing down Rt. 9G
Sunday morning, I woke up from a
hung over nap in the back seat, and
launched too much beer and too lit-
tle food against the slowly descend-
ing window, and then down the side
of the 4Runner's doors.I was
shocked, honestly shocked, to run
into Goat the other day at a bar, and
have him ask if I wanted to see his
new truck. My appalled look was
dissolved, though, when he
informed me of the type of car. The
4Runner had been traded in for a
2005 Toyota Tacoma, with an
extended cab and a TRD off-road
package. This is not the SUV hand-
ed down from your mom. This is a
man's truck. Nicknamed, "Yoda,'
(as in Toyoda) the Tacoma is neither
small nor green. This truck is big,
Professor Kathfetm Cleaver, a professor at Emory University in Atlanta, dispelled com-monly-held myths about civil rights hero Rosa Parks (Web).
Claudette Colvin was arrested for
exactly the same actions that Parks
was arrested for (refusing to give up
her seat to a white person), but she
did not acquire the fame that Parks
did because she happened to be
unwed and pregnant. Cleaver
explained that Rosa Parks was not
the first black person who refused to
give up their seat to a white person,
she was simply the woman the
NAACP used as their plaintiff to
gain the notoriety they needed to
jump start their case.
After Professor Cleaver righted
the myth behind Rosa Parks, she
continued by asking how far the
Civil Rights Movement has influ-
enced our nation. She asked every-
one in the lecture hall to raise their
hand if they went to a high school
that was evenly distributed by race.
Out of the approximate 40 people in
attendance, only ten raised their
hands to show that their school was
racially equal.
In response to this display,
Cleaver questioned whether the sep-
arate but equal policy instituted by
Plessy v. Ferguson has really been
abolished if schools are still not
equal.
"Why shouldn't justice and
emancipation be the norm," Cleaver
asked. "Will our society ever be
truly equal?"
•••
Downwadmg I
Connecticut College's policy on tle-
gal file-sharing, faculty, staff, Fd
students can access Connect cut
College's Appropriate Use Polic for
Computer and Information
Resources ; at
http://www.conncoll.edu/is/polie~.hl
ntI.
Information Services has also
prepared a resource entitled
"Finding Legal Online Music and
Other Electronic Media," which is
available at
http://www.conncoll.edu/is/policies-
on mediadownloadpolicy.html.
continued from page 1
allowing [her] to negotiate out of
court with the RIAA for a reduced
fine.
Information Services notes that
the most important thing to remem-
ber about participating in illegal file-
sharing is that you are taking a risk.
Hansen stated that the RIAA is
focusing on educational institutions
and is monitoring the activity of both
students and staff. She added that
nobody is anonymous when using a
file-sharing system.
For more information
black, and badass. Remember when
six-cy tinder trucks were the under-
sized, underpowered excuses for a
work horse? Those days are gone, as
this Tacoma puts 263 horses through
seantless on-the-fly 4wd, and into
l7-inch, off-road rated rubbers. The
4Runners sleek leather has been
replaced by slick mesh covered
seats, and the immaculate SUV's
white paint has been replaced by
black, with a fair share of mud. As
Goat puts it, "It looks good in black,
but better in dirt."
A great deal of that dirt came
from this past week, when we took
the truck out to earn its "Tacoma
Diploma," on an off-reading course
close to campus. Having only done
this in a Jeep, I was slightly con-
cemed about the Tacoma's abilities.
However, my fears were unfounded.
She rocks, she rolls, and she rips
through mud and sand like a truck
shouldn't be able to, thanks to a
locking rear differential and fantas-
tic 4wd. In addition to the cramped
back seat (it's an extended cab, for
short trips and luggage only), I got a
good look at the six-foot bed, which
was a bit slippery for my liking,
though this impression may be a
result of my bouncing and sliding
around in it with a video camera.
Despite this, I got some great shots
of the Tacoma trundling down hill
over rocks, and tearing through ice
covered mud pits. For those that
haven't tried this, it's the it's about
the best way to have fun in a pick-up
truck without, to quote Goat, "A tow
cable, winch, and six or seven strip-
pers. Actually, better make that a
baker's dozen."
The Tacoma is two types of fan-
tastic, no way around it. For about
25 grand, it ain't cheap, but it's a
Toyota, so it'll run until doomsday.
We'll both miss the 4Runner, but I
think giving up on the icons of your
youth is a step to growing up and
getting old. The 4Runner has been
driven, lived in, loved in, laughed in,
puked in, smoked in, fought in,
crashed in, trashed in, sped in, spun
in (twice), had its fair share of fun
in, and sappily enough, grown up in.
That being said, it's time to grow up
more, and like any other big step,
you've got to be wearing the right
outfit. In this case, black metal, big
rubber, and a lot of mud.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •: Yoni's Horoscopes! :
• • •• •
: Pure, unfiltered Yoni-isms,just the way you like them. :
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Aries - Trust in the number 15, Don't open
any doors to the Camel Van, even if there is .an
attractive woman trying, to get in. Don't go to
the Fast Food lane In Harns either, those will
not be hamburgers. I
Taurus - You will get a good mark on a grad-
ed paper or test this week'. However, two da~s
later you will figure out you really go your
neighbor's paper Instead.
Gemini - You will mysteriously find an extra
sock in your laundry basket. Trust in the num-
ber 132.
Cancer - The stars will be shining, on your
personality, traits this week. You will meet a
new friendly person. However, he will soon
want to borrow your car ... don't let him have it.
Leo - Trust in the number 37. Don't answer
any phone calls with the area code 902.
Virgo - You will get a package in the mail,
however the mail room WIll never deliver that
red slip, Make sure you get on their case!
Libra - Remember to get up really early this
week, because there will be someone outside
your window waiting ... or watching.
Scorpio - You will be called on more than
usual in class. Make sureyou read before hand,
and take notes. Oh, and finally buy your books
for the class.
Sagittarius - Ionly have one advice to you -
remember to take your key the next time the fire
drill rings, and lock the door,
Captain Crunch - You will find that a per-
son you have been seeing for the past 3 months
is. really your secret admirer. Tread the water
wisely,
Aquarium - Don't wear red or yellow
clothes this week. Don't watch channel 22
either, you will not like what you will see.
Pisces - Don't trust in any numbers. Double
check whether you are actually going into your
room. Look both ways before crossing the
street.
continued from page 1 withdrawal date, instead of either the
empty promise of a fight until victo-
ry or premature declarations of
defeat.
The small risk of state failure and
a perceived victory for the terrorists
combine to make an American with-
drawal unattractive, but not when
compared to an indefinite military
presence, even if the casualty count
can be continually shifted to Iraqis.
Continuing to pursue our own total
victory in Iraq will Soon become
detrimental to the United States as
the costs mount and the benefits
become marginal.
against perceived occupiers and
Iraqi collaborationists; some groups
would pursue a stake in the Iraqi
regime as Americans withdraw. Of
course, without effective govern-
ment and economic infrastructure, a
trained security force, and a viable
nationalist identity, an American
withdrawal could merely led to
insurgent wars of territory, and ulti-
mately, a failed state. Therefore, it is
the balancing of these priorities with
an acceptance of the circumstances
out of our control which should
drive our policy and determine our
The Voice would like to extend its thanks to the new writers who joined the Voice team
this week. However, we can still use more writers, especially in the News and A&E sec-
I tions. Contact our section editors to be the newest member o~the Voice!
A Juris Doctorate degree puts you
ahead of the competition
A Juris Doctorate from MSL affords you the
freedom of that competitive advantage
without the worries that others suffer
behind a mountain of debt.
...
Final Semester:
Yoni Meets T-he Seniors
II
SW: History, with a focus on American History.
CV: Over th~ years, what has been your best class?
College Voice: Where are you from and where do
you live on campus? '
, Sarah Whittington: I'm from Media, PA. I live in
Harkness.
CV: Favorite Dorm?
SW: lA.
CV: What is your major?
bl
!1,
H'. ~
fI
J .' SW: A government class on the criminal justice pol-
J~, ICY of the US.
CV: Best professor?
SW: Professor Canton.
SW: The new class schedule.
Interested? Come
check us out:
CV: What are your plans for after graduation?
CV: What is something about Conn you want
changed? :Massachusetts Schoof of Law
SW: No idea. I have applied for Teach for America. SW: I want a b.igger endowment to use for improv-
ing athletic facilities.
WoodlandPark, 500 FederalStreet, Andover, MA 01810
(978) 681-0800 www.MSLaw.edu
CV: What is your dream job?
SW: President of the United States.
CV: Do you have a favorite food in Harris?
SW: I like the home style mac-and-cheese.
":' CV: What do you thi~ of Conn's guys?
n' :;,SW: Sub-par, in my experience they are a bunch of
C! pansies.
(I
( CV: What has so far been the most memorable or
craziest moment of your time here?
CV: What is the worst food you have had in Harris?
SW: When they undercook their noodles or chicken.
CV: Movie your recently watched?
SW: Match Point.
, SW: Last semester I tackled a guy outside the
~\ library., , CV: What ring tone does your cell phone have?
CV: Where on campus have you hung out the most,
apart from being in a classroom?
SW: Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen.
SW: The bar.
CV: Do you have anything to say to the rest of the
. senior class?
CV: If you go off campus. where do vou usually go? SW: Don't stress about next year. it will be here
soon enough.
SW: Mohegan Sun or Hanifans.
CV: I'm no\ a pansy.
CV: What has been the most annoying thing about
Photo by Elizabeth Mitchell
,The Ultimate Frisbee team held its annual garage sale in crczter-wtlltams on Wednesday and Thursday to raise funds
for the team's activities, which include a trip to Savannah, Georgia, to participate in a major tournament. The popu-
lar club team demonstrates its community 'spirit by donating to charity all items not purchased by Conn students.
OUR TOP 10
GRADUATE
MAJORS:
MBA
Physician Assistant
Interactive
Communications
Teaching
Biomedical Sciences
Molecular ICell Biology
Journalism
Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information
Systems
MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity High
School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students, They have a clear
understanding of lesson planning and classroom management and the balance
between them." She also characterizes Quinnipiac students as articulate, creative,
able to encourage higher-level thinking in students, and able to incorporate
technol~y into their teachin~
QUINNIPIAC U:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCtAl ANALYST"" TRACK
• MBA tN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
EElYOUR NEXT MOVE
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT)
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs; all have been designed
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 or visit _.quinnipiac.edu.
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Harnden, Connecticut
- . _____ ~_. ....ea·....-·....__ ..... ..".~__ .....__~
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'Y0men's Swimming
continued from page 9
17:45.60. Wilson is one of the two
provisionally qualified swimmers
for the 2006 NCAA Championship.
The time topped her NCAA qualify-
ing performance of 17:46.62 at the
2004 NESCAC Championship.
Wilson finished fourth for CC in the
1,000 yard freestyle, narrowly miss-
ing a school record with a time of
10:39.47.
Mallory Watson '08 also provi-
sionally qualified herself for the
NCA'A Championships and earned a
spot > on the NESCAC AIl-
Conference squad with a third place
finish in the 50 yard backstroke.
Watson also set school records in the
100 and 200 yard backstroke, with
respective times of (1 :00.41, 6th)
and (2:10.01, 8th).
Other Camels swimming in
strong performances were Jess Miga
'09, who earned All-NESCAC hon-
ors with a time of 26.77 and Katelyn
Brochu '08 set a school record with
a fourth place finishing time of
31.15 seconds in the 50 yard breast-
stroke.
Coach Benvenuti went on to
comment, "in November we had
individuals, but by February we had
a team who would fight for each
other and for their college. I think
there was also a great feeling of try-
ing to rise to the occasion to send the
seniors off in a manner befitting
their leadership."
Coach Benvenuti also picked up
Knicks Stink
the award for NESCAC Coach of
the Year and when asked to com-
ment he diverted the attention from
himself in the true manner that he is
accustomed to and praised not only
the senior class but also the hunger
of his underclassmen, "my award is
just a reflection of all the hard work
and effort the team put in all year.
We had great seniors who led by
example and underclassmen who
were very eager to prove something.
When you get both of those things
happening, you're going to see some
incredible performances."
This coming weekend the Men's
team will be in action for their
NESCAC Championships, hosted
by Williams College.
continued from page 9
contract expires at the end of' the season and they
released Francis, who was due $15-, $16-, and $17 mil-
lion dollars in each of the next three years and will now
have a decent amount of money to build a team around
Dwight Howard and a few other good role players. The
deal appears to have worked out well for both sides, but
Isaiah has a lot more work to do. The ultimate goal is
making the Knicks a winning franchise again and to do
that he has to do a few things. First, he needs to contin-
ue to-unload the bad players he has signed to bad con-
tracts. None of them are really helping the team and
addition by subtraction was termed for this situation. In
return for his overpaid players he should seek expiring
contra~ts and/or draft picks that could help down the
Grumpy Old Men
continued from page 9
such a back-and-forth argument could be better used to
tackle problems of greater significance. In regards to the
Winter Olympics having or not having the world's great-
est athletes I say this: although I don't know a lot about
the training that goes into many of the events at the
Olympics, 1 think it's quite obvious that the average Joe
can't Just walk in and compete in speed skating or ice
dancing. We know that many of the athletes in the
Winter Olympics are n.ot black, but should that lessen
the abilities of the other athletes involved in this winter's
competition? I don't think so.
Point number 2: "Like try not to be incredulous when
someone attempts to link these games to those of the
ancient Greeks who never heard of skating or skiing."
Actually Mr. Gumbel, the way J see it, the Olympics,
whether they be during Winter or Summer, are about the
competition of the world's best athletes battling in vari-
ous events. Yes, fewer people may watch the Winter
Olympics because there is not as great a following for
some 'of the sports, but that does not make the athletes or
the Whole event itself any less worthy of recognition
than its sibling, the Summer Olympics. Though J have
not gone out of my way to watch much of this winter's
competition, I would stop to watch highlights if they
were presented to me.
Point number 3: "Try not to point out that some-
thing's not really a sport if a pseudo-athlete waits in
road. One of the biggest problems is that he has failed to
assemble the roster that his coach, Brown, wants. If they
could get draft picks or clear cap room to go after free
agents, the two could begin to build a roster with which
they both are happy. The biggest key to Isaiah's success
is realizing no one should be untouchable on his team.
There is nothing wrong with thinking highly of Frye, but
he cannot afford to blindly disregard offers that could
help the team because they involve a player that has
potential, but is by no means a sure thing. If they could
get Kevin Garnett, for example, a package involving
Cbanning Frye would be a small price to pay for some-
one who instantly brings credibility to an organization.
Right now, just that would be an upgrade for the Knicks.
what's called a 'kiss and cry' area while some panel of
subjective judges decides who won." Okay, so maybe
there is some more artistic expression involved, but I still
don't see how Me. Gumbel could ignore such aspects as
balance, coordination, agility, and endurance; all facets
of any kind of athletic competition.
Point number 4: "And try to blot out all logic when
announcers and sportswriters pretend to care about the
luge, the skeleton, the biathlon and all those other events
they don't understand and totally ignore for all but three
weeks every four years." Is it their fault that the Winter
Olympics only happen every four years, and that only
then do the major networks choose to focus on those
sports? Frankly, I would not be very surprised if in some
parts of America, and around the world, such. sports are
talked about on a year-in. year-cut basis. It's not the fault
of those announcers and sportswriters that the average
American doesn't appreciate the skeleton as much as
he/she appreciates anyone of the four major sports.
Point number 5: "Face it, these Olympics are little
more than a marketing plan to fill space and sell time
during the dreary days of February." That may be, but
what should one do when football is on leave, and base-
ball is just awakening from hibernation? Cancel the
Winter Olympics and rely solely on hockey and basket-
ball to carry the torch? Hah! Now that, Mr. Gumbel,
would be an example of the trying times that Thomas
Paine so eloquently spoke of.
WE'RE LOOKING FORA FEW
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.
At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything
you need to succeed. From a challengingyet supportive academic
e~';jronmellt to faculty members who will become intellectual
colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world externships ."
Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full
tuition. For more information, visit http://law.quinnipiac.cdu
or cal1r-800-462-I944-
• Outstanding faculty
• Rigorous academic programs
• Six concentrations
• Extensive experiential
learning opportunities
• Student faculty ratio 15'l
CmIlSA.I. I DIS.vcr RIl.\Ol.t'l1"~ FAMILV I HULlH I I~1'EIl.fC11'.\l. PRoPERTY t TAX
QUINNIPIAG UNIVERSITY
SCIiOllt OF LAw
'.
Hamden, Ccnneeticur
"
Camel Runners Finish
Successful DIll Championship
By PETER STERLING
sports editor
The Connecticut College men's
and women's track teams have had a
productive winter season so far.
Both sides competed in the Division
ill Championship, with MIT hosting
the men's event, and Tufts
University the girl's. Many Camel
runners earned qualifying times dur-
ing the weekend of February 11th at
the Boston University and Wesleyan
University Invitational, and the
Camels looked strong last weekend,
with numerous runners on hand to
represent their college.
When all was said and done on
Saturday, nine Conn teammates
received All-New England Honors,
split between the men and women's
events. There were numerous bright
spots in the women's championship
as several racers excelled in individ-
ual and relay events. Margaret
Bacon '06 raced to a fourth-place
finish in the 5K distance run, finish-
ing with a time of 18:09.03 at Tufts.
Also in the 5K, Lindsay
Schakenbach and Melissa Lacey fin-
ished less than a minute behind
Bacon, with times of 18:42.75 and
18:59.77, respectively. Their per-
formances earned them qualifica-
tions to the Trinity Last Chance
Invitational, held at Yale University.
The race will be held Friday, March
3rd. Bacon's performance qualified
her for the All-New England
Championship, held on February
24th-25th at Boston University.
Elizabeth Claise, Molly Sease, Jill
Sergi and Susie Greenebaum
notched an eighth-place finish in the
distance medley relay, recording a
time of 12:15.71.
On the men's side at MIT, sever-
al racers took home top-ten finishes.
Quad-captain Brian Adams '06
placed sixth in the 1,000 meter dis-
tance, finishing with a nme of
2:33.56. Adams then joined fellow
Camels Man Bannish, Andrew
McCullough and Brian Murtagh for
the distance medley relay. The team-
mates finished with a time of
10:46.47, good enough for seventh
place. A new school record was set",
in the pentathlon, with Henry Gaud
'07 notching a score of 2,536 points.
The men's indoor team will lose
six seniors to graduation this year,
while the women will see nine'
depart at the season's end. Despite
these losses, both squads display
excellent depth and promise for next
year. Many of these runners will also
continue into the spring track & field
season as well. For both men and
women, the NCAA Championships
will be held on March IOth-ll th at
St. Olaf, Minnesota.
Hockey Earns NESCAC Berth
By Steve Strauss
sports editor
Playing ice hockey in the tricky NESCAC can be
quite the double-edged sword. It seems that the nation-
ally ranked opponents never stop coming and the num-
bers in the loss column never stop growing. Success over
these odds is all the more sweet. The Conn women's ice
hockey team (6-12-4) found out just how sweet and how
difficult to attain NESCAC success can be. In a case of
crushing irony, their constant regular season goal of
earning a NESCAC playoff spot was earned in an ugly
loss. On Friday, February 17th, the lady Camels were
shut out on the road by an overwhelming Amherst squad,
dropping the match by a final tally of 3-0. Other league
results on the same night, however, paved the way for
the clinching of a playoff spot.
With all said and done, the Camels, holding a 4-10-2
NESCAC record, earned the 7th seed in the upcoming
playoffs. The regular season did not end with the final
conference game at Amherst. The University of Rhode
Island came to town on Sunday the 19th for an exhibi-
tion match. This time Conn turned in a 3~O shutout,'
blowing the Rams away. Kristen Van Slyke '08, Caroline
Jeffrey '09 and Laura Gosnell '06 each struck the back
of the net. Gabby Petrill '06 and Emma Greenman '09
combined for 8 stops in the shutout effort. The Camels
will continue their season this coming Saturday at
Bowdoin. The puck drops at 1:OOpm, so gas up your
Jeep and get an early start on the drive.
Information Services News and Events
Why Risk It?
Have a Fun, Frazzle Free Break.
Protect roursell
Photos
Games
Personal inlormation
free 10urse\\
Term Paper
Bookmarks
Research
1. Update your operating system.
2. Update virus definitions. You never know what is out there.
3. Backup your data, Anything you wont to keep is worth backup.
4. Traveling? Do Not Check Your laptop As Baggage!
5. Do Not leave Your laptop Unattended.
Seem simple? It is!
Email
Information Services
Help Desk
Extension 4357 (help)
help@conncoll.edu
INFORMATION
SERVICES~
"""'-".'",,.,.... 40 _.
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Grumpy
Old Men
Viewpoint
SEE ~RUMPY OLD MEN
Continued on page eight
CAMELSPORTS
Swimmers Place 5th at NESCACs
By GERALD WOLS
sportswriter
A mix oj freshman talent and upperclassman experience has been key jiJr the Camels' best-ever finish at the NESG1CChampionships (MitcheU).
Honors and two CC swimmers pro-
visionally qualified for the 2006
NCAA Swimming and Diving
Championship. Five school records
were shattered along the way. It was
always going to be a tough meet for
the Camels without their inspira-
tional leader Kate Kovenock, who
was lost to graduation last year. A
top half finish is truly a remarkable
finish for this young and very talent-
ed team.
Williams College won the cham-
pionship with a score of 1878.5.
Middlebury, Amherst and Tufts
rounded out the top four finishers.
The hosts came in at the number
seven position followed by
Hamilton, Wesleyan, Bates and
Trinity making up the rear.
Junior Ali Wilson paced the
Camels with a third place finish in
the 1650-yard freestyle, garnering
All-NESCAC honors with a time of
SEE Women's Swimming
Continued on Page eight
NESCAC RESULTS
Team
Williams
Middlebury
Amherst
1\1fts
CONN
Colby
Bowdoin
Hamilton
Wesleyan
Bates
Trinity
Points
1878,5
1583
1353.5
931
808
788.5
737.5
638
623
467
404
Connecticut
allege ,camels __ ="
,-""o.-_-~
Camels Fall To Lord Jeffs In First Round
( ,
Man, The
Knicks , t
., ,
Stink '. '
A popular gift this Christmas in
my family was the book, "50 Jobs
Worse than Yours." Everyone got a
kick out of it and it provided lots of
laughs, but it is not factually accu-
rate. The worst job was not G.M. of
the New York Knicks, but it should
be. Standing at 15-38 as of Thursday,
the team is terrible and its future
does not look
m u c h
brighter.
Isaiah
Thomas has
gotten himself
into a situa-
tion so bleak
that it has
become
almost laugh-
able. His
squad consists of undersized big men
and underachieving swingmen, none
of which are particularly helpful in
any area and all of which are vastly
overpaid. Not only is the last-place
team in arguably the worst division
in the NBA, but also it has the high-
est payroll in the league by more
than $20 million. The situation is
compounded by the fact that several
of the overpaid players are under
contract until 2010. To make things
even worse, they traded away every
draft pick in the foreseeable future,
for Eddy Curry. Two first round
picks and two second round picks in
the next three years could really help
any team, especially considering the
likely position of those picks given
the Knicks' record. On one hand, the
fact that Isaiah still has a job as the
General Manager of New York's pro-
fessional basketball franchise must
be a testament to just how good he
was as a player. He was really good,
and that must partly explain how he
kept his job after signing Jerome
James to a five-year $30 million deal
this summer. But even his prowess as
a player cannot help him much
longer. His moves have been truly
baffling and I do not see how the
Knicks could keep him around much
longer if he does not come up with
something to fix the mess that he has
created. The young players he draft-
ed (Channing Frye, Nate Robinson
and David Lee) have shown some
promise but do not appear to be the
complete solution. Frye could be a
good player or maybe even an all-
star, but he is not winning a champi-
onship anytime soon with Jamal
Crawford, Quentin Richardson and
Jalen Rose at the two, three and four.
On Thursday, Isaiah took what he
hopes will be the first step towards
restoring competitiveness in the
Knicks. He traded Trevor Ariza, a
decent prospect who had fallen out
of favor with Larry Brown, and
Penny Hardaway to the Magic for
Steve Francis. Even if Francis is past
his prime as his numbers suggest,
Isaiah accomplished a few things
with the deal. He got rid of
Hardaway's $15 million contract and
got a much better player in return. Of
course it is wrong that Francis and
Stephon Marbury make up the
league's most expensive background
and neither plays the point, but at
least the team has made a commit-
ment to getting scoring from its
guards. It may be unconventional,
but the prospect of facing two scorers
of their caliber could be daunting to
some teams. While the Knicks got a
bargain in Francis for two players
that contributed minimally, the
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Ifyou've been following the lat-
est and up to datest of the NBA then When I reflect on my time at
you'Il get this easy riddle: In how Connecticut College it is hard to
many different ways can Knicks GM think of a team that has performed
Isiah Thomas skin a cat? One. The outstandingly well year in and year
wroo9 way. Two weeks ago I made out. One tearn comes to mind, how-
that observation and somehow it ever- Women's Swimming and
seem~" like nothing's changed. I Diving. Led by a Coach who brings
mean just out the best in his team and drives
when you them to accomplish all that they are
thought a man capable of doing, and more, the
could do no team excelled this year and once
m 0 r e again achieved exceptional results.
harm ... BAM! Although their record might not
He goes out seem as impressive as it did the past
and cooks up two years, focusing on meet for
PAUL CARTER another disas- meet analysis, the women have been
ter. First came swimming against tougher opposi-
the trade for tion and therefore have not won as
Jalen Rose many meets as in the past. Their
and now this pathetic attempt at a individual performances and the
"recipe for success." Without a general performance as a team, how-
doubt. this trade for Steve Francis ever, has greatly improved.
just adds to the growing list offollies "The women displayed great
committed by Knicks GM (I believe heart and really came together in
in his, case that stands for "Going team effort. We raced very well and
Mad') Isiah Thomas. The rumor out saw some incredible time drops and
there right now is that Thomas is gutsy performances." said a very
stockpiling pieces for a mega-trade proud Coach Benvenuti.
which would land Kevin Garnett in This years NESCAC
New (York.Under any other circum- Championships were hosted in
stances I would applaud such a Brunswick, Maine by Bowdoin
move;' but with Thomas, you just College. The Camels did outstand-
don'tfeel confident that he a) knows ingly well, matching their highest
what be's doing, and b) knows however placing at the Championships.
to manage his assets. The idea of Conn finished the meet with 808
stockpiling pieces is very nice, but points which placed them in 5th
when those trade chips are guys that place overall, a mere 19.5 points
nobo~y in the league wants, well, ahead of Colby College, which
then .Your team goes from bad to turned out to be quite the finale.
worse. For now, I'll refrain from crit- Three Camels earned All-NESCAC
icizing Thomas anymore, since
maybe there's some light at the end
of the tunnel. But didn't I say the
same thing back when they got
Marbury, or when Van Hom finally
started to play well, or when ... well
you get the idea.
Moving on to the Winter Games,
where it appears that the controver-
sial comments of Bryant Gumbel,
made on February 7th, are slowly
leaking out. I want to address his
remarks piece by piece as I believe
there are five points that deserve
some discussion. About two weeks
ago, Gumbel, on the claim that the
events at Turin hosted the best ath-
letes in the world, made the follow-
ing remark: " ... So try not to laugh
when someone says these are the
world's greatest athletes, despite a
paucity of blacks that makes the
Winter Games look like a GOP con-
vention." First and foremost, the fact
that there are no black athletes at the,
games does not make them look like
a G.O.P. convention. Such a state-
mentis poor on Gumbel's part not
only because he has unfairly labeled
the political choice of a number of
athletes at the games, but also
because his statement will merely
add fuel to a fire that we must put
out. In making such a statement,
which had complete disregard for its By SPENCER TAICH
future implications, Gumbel has
now opened the doors for a pedestri-
an and silly argument as to what
other areas in sports does the same
situation exist for whites? Already
Michael Wilbon of ITI has pointed
out that in five of the last eight AII-
Star games there has been no white
representative. Should, as a number
of white people have already
claimed, they not watch the NBA
All-Star festivities because athletes
of their race are underrepresented?
Should black people ever bother to
tune in to the game of hockey, a
Sportwhere one can almost count the
number of minority players in the
entir~ league on two hands? The
Despite and earry exit from the NESG1CTournament, the Conn men's hasketboO team wiOboast the same starting lineup in 2006-07 (MitcbeO).
the NESCAC playoffs after finish- The physical play of the Lord
ing the season 13-11, the Camels Jeffs eventually landed the Camels
associate sports editor found themselves tipping off against into foul trouble early as Sokul
the seventh ranked team in the Zejnullahu '07 and Charles Stone
nation, the Amherst Lord Jeffs. The '08 both picked up three fouls each
Lord Jeffs had dominated NESCAC in the first half. The Lord Jeffs'
competition all season, losing only offense found its stride in the final
one conference game while on their ten minutes of the first half going on
way to finish the regular season with a 13-3 run and entering the half with
a 23-2 record. a 44-28 lead.
Early on in the game, the Camels The second half began as the
gave the top-seeded Lord Jeffs a first half ended with as the Lord
scare as they refused to go away. Jeffs' offense exploded to extend
Throughout the early stages of the their lead to 22 points in the first five
first half the Camels hung tough minutes of the second half. Despite
with one of the strongest teams in the 52-30 lead, the Camels refused
the nation, 'as they nearly matched to quit as they put together their own
the Lord Jeffs bucket-for-bucket scoring run to close the deficit to 52-
through the first eight minutes of the 37. '
game. Jeff Young '08 hit his first Unfortunately, that was as close
four shots as he provided the Camels as the Camels would get, as Amherst
with an early offensive spark. tallied thirteen unanswered points
After the men's basketball team
finished last in the NESCAC in
2005, the Camels had nowhere to
look but up. Their fans were not dis-
appointed this season, as a vastly
improved Conn squad put together
one of their best seasons in years,
and laid down the groundwork to
improve even more over the next
few seasons.
The most noticeable improve-
ment was Conn's first post-season
game since 2002. The Camels were
able to advance to the post-season
by winning their final two NESCAC
games of the year against Bowdoin
and Wesleyan.
Drawing a number eight seed in,
while on their way to a 74-48 victo-
ry. Young led the Camels with 16
points and Stone and Zejnullahu
combined for 15 boards.
Despite the loss, the playoff
appearance shows that Conn basket-
ball is headed in the right direction
under the guidance of fourth year
coach Tom Satran. The team has
made considerable strides in terms
of offensive production and
turnovers. With only one graduating
senior on the roster, the Camels will
look forward to baving the same
starting lineup take the floor at the
start of next season.
Charles Stone will be looking to
improve on his impressive sopho-
more season, where he finished sec-
ond in the NESCAC in field goal
percentage at 58.9%, third in
rebounding with 8.2 boards per
game, and ninth in scoring with 15.6
points per game. The Camels' great-
est strength this year came from
their ability to make shots from
beyond the three point are, hitting
them with a 42% accuracy rate,
ninth best in the nation. Perhaps
more remarkable. the distribution of
shots was extremely well-spread out
between all members on the floor.
The Camels surely sent a message
by reaching the tournament this
year. and will build upon this sea-
son's failures and successes.
With almost the entire team
returning next season, the Camels
will undoubtedly be a force to be
reckoned with in the NESCAC, as
they look to bring back to the glory
days of a program that went to the
Division ill final four in 1999. With
the talent that Satran has put togeth-
er, and the way in which his team
has come together in a relatively
short time to produce wins over
other NESCAC opponents, the
future looks bright for the Conn
men's basketball team.
CHARLlE
WID DOES
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SEE KNICKS STINK
Continued on page eight
Men's Lacrosse
3/11 Stevens Tech, 1 :00 pm
3/14 vs Drew @ San Diego, CA, TBA
3/18 vs Hamilton @ San Diego, CA, TBA
"
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Women's Lacrosse
3/11 @ Wellesley, 1 :00 pm
~ 3 Oswego State, 7:00 PIfl
3/16 Hamilton, 4:30 pm
Camel Scoreboard
Men's Tennis
3/13 Minn. St. Mankato, 8:00 am
3/14 College of St. Scholatica, 12:00 pm
3/15 Millsaps College, 2:00 pm
Women's Tennis
3/18 @Chapman College, 8:00 am
3/22 @ Occidental, 5:00 pm '"
3/25 @ Claremont, 2:00 pm
Outdoor Track
3/25 Conn College Invitational
4/1 Trinity College Invitational
4f7 -8 Tufts University lnvitational
Crew
M&W: 3/18 vs Brown @ Providence, RI..
.,
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